In this paper, we present reconsrmction schemes for the plenoptic function. Using new sampling methods developed in [2, 4, 5] , we show that, for some particular scenes, it is possible to perfectly reconshuct the plenoptic function f" a finite number of cameras with finite resolution (Theorem I and Corollary 1). In more general cases, we demonstrate new ways of interpolating exactly the plenoptic function (Theorem 2). Finally, we show that it is possible to infer camera locations from a finite set of images. In all cases, we have perfect solutions due to the super-resolution propel?. of the sampling. First numerical experiments on noisy observations show the potentiality of this new theoretical developments.
INTRODUCTION
Advances in device technology, networking and information processing have allowed the emergence of sensor networks. These are densely distributed sensor nodes with the capability to sense elements of the environment, make computations and communicate with other nodes or a central receiver. Signal sensors can be cheap temperature sensors, but also cameras or microphones.
In this new scenario, there are several problems to investigate that span from traditional signal processing problems (i.e., sampling, interpolation, compression and detection) to communication and information theory. Among them, of particular interest in this paper, is the sampling and interpolation problem.
In particular, we assume that our sensors are cheap cameras with low resolution and the question we want to address is how many cameras are needed to obtain a continuous rendering of a certain scene. That is, assume we have a certain number of cameras taking pictures of a scene from different positions, is there any sampling theorem that tells us the number of Cameras necessary to reproduce that scene exactly? Or given a cettain number of cameras can we interpolate other views?
The problem of rendering a 3D Scene from a set of 2D images is known as image based rendering (IBR) and has amacted a lot of attention recently [S, 3, 91 . IBR is related to the concept of the plenoptic function introduced by Adelson and Bergen [I] . Assume that one is free to take photographs of a visual scene at any possible position, angle and time. Such a complete representation of that scene can be parameterized by a single function called the plenoptic function.
The sampling of the plenoptic function has been addressed by several researchers, and a first solution was given in [3] . For further results, see 191. However, the sampling schemes developed in those papers rely on the assumption that the plenoptic function is band-limited, which is usually not true. Therefore, in this case, the plenoptic function cannot be perfectly reconstlucted from its set of samples.
Recently, it hasbeen shown that it is possible to develop sampling schemes for classes of non-bandlimited signals 12, 4, 51. A common features of these Signals is that they have a parametric representation with a finite number of degrees of freedom.
In this paper, we develop new schemes for the sampling of the plenoptic function based on extension of the results in 12, 4, 51. In particular, we show that it is possible to perfectly sample the plenoptic function of scenes with a finite number of degrees of freedom. Namely scenes made of points, planes, and other simple objects. Moreover, we show that, in other situations, we can exactly interpolate the plenoptic Iimction with only a fnv cameras.
We then propose to use these sampling schemes to solve a different problem, namely, to infer the cameras locations from a set of samples of the plenoptic function. Note that in all cases, we have perfect solutions, due to the super-resolution propelty of the sampling.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, afler a brief review of some background material, we present our sampling and interpolating results (Theorem I, Corollary I and Theorem 2). In Section 3, we address the problem of inferring the cameras locations from a set samples of the plenoptic function. Section 4 presents some numerical results. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
INTERPOLATION AND SAMPLING THEOREMS FOR THE PLENOPTIC FUNCTION

Background Material
The plenoptic function delined in [I] describes the intensity of each light ray in the world as a function of visual angle, wavelength. time and viewing position. Therefore, the plenoptic function is a 7D function By fixing the time (static scene) and the wavelength (fixed lighting conditions), this finclion becomes a 5D function. As stated in [6], we h o w that the 5D complete plenoptic function can be simplified to a 4D light field plenoptic function by restricting the scene (or conversely the camera view) to a bounding box or a convex hull: (which is equivalent to fixing the viewpoint) we reduce the plenoptic function to a 2D parametrization which is called 2D light field or epipolar plane image (EPI).
As shown in Figure I , each point of an object is seen by two cameras lying on the t-axis. The v-axis corresponds to the focal line of the cameras. As in [3] , we set up local coordinate on the focal line base on where the camera is. Each point is represented by a line in the I-v plane where the slope of the line is related tn the depth of the point through the following equation:
(3)
Note that the image or focal line is placed in front of the camera centre. From now on, for simplicity, we will focus on the 2D plenoptic function. However, all results can he extended to the general case.
Interpolation And Sampling Results
The new sampling schemes we use 121 concern with a ceaain class of non-handlimited signals namely those of finite rate of innovation such as streams of Diracs and piecewise polynomials. It has been shown that these signals can he sampled uniformly at (or above) the rate of innovation using either a sinc or a Gaussian kernel, and then he perfectly reconstructed. These results concern one-dimensional signals whereas [4] presents extensions to classes of ZD signals with finite complexity such as 2D Diracs (Poisson process), polygons and hilevel signals with piecewise polynomial boundaries. In [SI, the case of the Radon transform of finite rate of innovation objects is studied, showing that a finite number of pmjections and a finite number of samples is sufficient for an exact reconstruction of celtain simple objects such as Diracs.
In this work, we extend these results to the case of the plenoptic function. We show that it is possible to have an exact reconstluction of the plenoptic function of simple objects from a finite number of samples and a finite number of cameras. That is, assume a finite number of cameras with finite resolution and some In many cases, however, it is possible to have the same result with only two cameras. In fact, in IBR one has access to the perspective projections and can label the points (Diracs) in these projections. Then, in this case, and in absence of occlusions, two cameras are sufficient to reCOnStNCt the plenoptic function of a scene made up of an arbitrary but finite number of Diracs. For the sake of clarity, we state this in the following corollary:
Corollary Our novel approach to this problem is to use the sampling schemes for signals of finite rate of innovation to find exact cameras locations. These methods lead to perfect reconstruction hom a finite number of samples of the perspective projections and allows us to recover the exact positions of the cameras. In the general case, the system of equations we have to solve is polynomial but if we suppose that the cameras have the same orientation with then the system becomes linear and in this case we can derive the following theorem:
Theorem 3: Consider a set of N aligned cameras looking at a scene composed of N singular points. Suppose that we know the =act location of one offhese point8 (refirenre point). Then, we can pefectly recover the N cameraspositions and the original scene by taking ai least 2 ( N -1) samplesfor each view taken by a camera. To prove this theorem, we just have to notice that the coordinates of the reference point are used to find the locations of the N cameras and then we use our algorithm and the positions of the cameras to reconstruct the locations of the N -1 points. We can illusbate this by considering the case where N = 2: let (XI, 21) and (12, 22) be the coordinates of two points PI and Pa, respectively and let (xcj,zcj,8j) be the coordinates of the camera j (1 5 j 5 N) where zcj is the same for each camera and is known (see Figure I(a) ). Let PI be the reference point. Then, the system of N 
SIMULATION RESULTS
In Section 2, it has been shown that the positions of M singular points can be reconstructed perfectly taking N samples on K projections. The reconstruction is obtained in two steps: first the N samples are used to find the position of the singular points on each projection, then such positions are used to reconstruct the positions on the t -v plane. In a practical setup, the precision of the method is limited by the sensors, which introduce distortion and noise that limit the precision of the first step of the reconstruction algorithm. In order to investigate the robustness of the algorithm with respect to noise, Monte Carlo simulations have been performed. Namely, a noiseless signal made up of A4 = 3 weighted Diracs has been gen- Figure 4 . The standard deviation of the parameter estimation e m r is illustrated in Fig-UR 3 for the Diracs positions and weights respectively. It should be pointed out that, in the current implementation ofthe algorithm, the parameter O K cannot be too small to avoid ill conditioning of the system. Such a parameter influences also the relation between the noise standard deviation, U,, and the estimation error. In fact, for a fixed value un, a bigger U K increases the number ofmeaningful samples, reducing the estimation error.
To be able to use this type of algorithm on a real setup, one must be careful in avoiding potential additional sources of errors, such as lens distortion, poor precision of lens calibration, sensor noise and non linearities and bad illumination conditions. To make a preliminary evaluation of the proposed method we determined the estimation errors indirectly, using a pattern containing four vertical lines at positions W O , WI, w2 and us. The positions are chosen so that U , -uo = WQ -u2 >> w2 -UO. The four lines of the pattern are printed on a transparent slide placed in front of a uniform light source. The images of the pattern were acquired using a digital camera with the settings chosen to operate on the linear region of the CCD. The focus control was deliberately set to have a slightly defocused image, to reduce the influence of print imprecision and light conditions. Also, a defocused image corresponds approximately to increase the parameter U K of the kemel, avoiding the problems of ill-conditioning mentioned above.
To avoid the influence of lens distortion, only the center of the image was used, namely a rectangle of 100x300 pixels (the image size was 1456x2224). An example of the acquired image' is given in Figure 5(a) and the samples far the marked line are reported in Figure 5 The advantage of using a ratio between distances rather then computing an absolute measure on the pattern is that knowledge of lens parameters (such as focal length and position of the nodal point) is not required, avoiding a potential source of emrs. It can be easily verified that the estimation errors eo = Bo -W O , el = 01 -W I on the Diracs' positions and the ratio estimation error are related by el -eo rr (i -r)(w2 -U , ) .
(6)
If we model eo, el as i.i.d. variables, one can compute the estimation error standard deviation be 21 (i -T ) ( V Z -W O ) / & This method has been used to evaluate the estimation error of the proposed technique, obtaining ue N 0.2 pixels. That is, on this blurred and noisy image case, we have obtained a precision of ahout 1/5 of a pixel, which is a promising preliminary result.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed perfect reconstruction methods for simple scene models using a small number of cameras. These methods are based on new sampling schemes for signals of finite rate of innovation 12, 51. We have derived interesting results for a perfect interpolation of the plenoptic h c t i o n of piecewise linear objects, We also have shown that the cameras locations can be recovered if we know the position of one point in the scene. Finally, preliminary results on real cameras have shown the potentiality of these new sampling schemes.
